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Lipowsky et at. Reply: In our Letter' we introduced a 
multicomponent order parameter (OP) for surface melt- 
ing and studied its behavior within phenomenological 
Landau models. The minimal set of OP components, 
M(Q'), as required by the translational invariance 
parallel to the surface, is parametrized by the recip- 
rocal-lattice vectors (2" of the two-dimensional surface. 
Since the translational invariance perpendicular to the 
surface is broken, these O r s  also depend on the distance 
z from the surface: M =M(Q",z ). The OP components 
M ( Q ~ , Q % ~ )  considered by   ow en^ satisfy 

where the summation runs over all reciprocal-lattice vec- 
tors Q L  such that Q = Q " + Q L  is a reciprocal-lattice 
vector of the three-dimensional bulk crystal. 

Quite generally, an interface or surface acts as a pla- 
nar perturbation on any density (as long as the interfa- 
cial roughness can be ignored). For systems governed by 
short-range forces, such a perturbation decays exponen- 
tially -exp( -z/a) with the distance z from the inter- 
face but the decay length a depends on the density con- 
sidered. Thus, within the liquid (or melt), the densities 
M(Qf',Q-'-,z) and M(Q",z) are characterized by decay 
lengths &(Q"QL) and ~ L ( Q " ) = ~ ~ X ~ [ ~ ~ ( Q " , Q ~ ) ] ,  
respectively. 

We found in Ref. 1 that the length scales z ~ ( Q " )  
satisfy a simple algebraic relation within a square- 
gradient Landau model for the molten layer. It turns 
out, however, that such a relation holds for a whole class 
of Landau models which include gradients to arbitrary 
order as does the density-functional (DF) approach used 
by   ow en. These Landau models are defined by 

for the density M(x,z) within the molten layer which is 
bounded by a vapor-liquid interface at z =0 and by a 
liquid-crystal interface at z = l .  The effective field Hes 
at the liquid-crystal interface represents the influence of 
the crystalline state or1 the molten layer and, thus, must 
reflect the translational symmetry parallel to the surface: 

The model as given by (2) represents a generalization of 
Eq. (13) in Ref. 1. 

Minimizing the above functional, one obtains 

M(x,z) =Z ~ ( Q " ) e x ~ [ i Q " - x  -z/&(Q1')1 , (3) 
with 

where EL(0) depends on aLO and on the coefficients Cm in 
(2). 

On the other hand, the DF approach in Ref. 2 leads to 
length scales iL(Q1 ' )  which do not satisfy (4) for small 
values of Q even though they seem to approach this re- 
lation for large Q ". Furthermore, the scales for small Q "  
are found to depend on the microscopic interparticle po- 
tential. In general, such a dependence, which cannot be 
obtained from phenomenological models as in (21, is 
indeed to be expected. 

The length scales GL (Q" determine the critical behav- 
ior of the surface OP's, M(Q",Z =0). As pointed out in 
Ref. 1, all surface OP's vanish simultaneously at the 
melting temperature, T=T*,  but with different rates. 
For systems governed by short-range forces, the critical 
behavior is given by (Ref. 1) 

For the models considered in Ref. 1, the scales a/.(Q1') 
satisfy the relation (41, SL(0) = a m  and b = 1 or b = +. 
These models have, however, one important limitation 
since the density M ( Q " = ~ , z )  which has the largest de- 
cay length is, in fact, not treated as an OP density 
(which would vanish at T=T*)  but rather as a nonor- 
dering density which stays finite at  T = T * . ~  This limi- 
tation is not present if one considers the densities 
M(Q",Q-'-,z) with decay lengths iL (Q",QL). Indeed, 
the largest decay length &(0) can now belong to 
the nonordering density M(O,O,z) or to one of the OP 
densities M(O,QL,z) with QL#O. The power-law be- 
havior as in (5) still applies but three cases must be 
distinguished depending on the relative size of the 
two length scales KZL?~ (Q" =O,QL SO) and $0 
=maxL [aL ( Q  =O,QL)], where the maximum is taken 
over all Q "'"$0. In terms of these scales, the coefficient b 
in (5) is given by b = l ,  b =K/{o, and b = { for &(0) 
- K  > to, 5 d 0 )  =to > K > 6012, and &(0) =to/2 > K, 
respectively. 
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